Abstract. We prove that any minimal 2-torus homeomorphism which is isotopic to the identity and whose rotation set is not just a point exhibits uniformly bounded rotational deviations on the perpendicular direction to the rotation set. As a consequence of this, we show that any such homeomorphism is topologically mixing and we prove Franks-Misiurewicz conjecture under the assumption of minimality.
Introduction
The study of the dynamics of orientation preserving circle homeomorphisms has a long and well established history that started with the celebrated work of Poincaré [Poi80] . If f : T " R{Z ý denotes such a homeomorphism andf : R ý is a lift of f to the universal cover, he showed there exists a unique ρ P R, the so called rotation number off , such that f n pzq´z n Ñ ρ, as n Ñ 8, @z P R, where the convergence is uniform in z. Moreover, in this case a stronger (and very useful, indeed) condition holds: every orbit exhibits uniformly bounded rotational deviations, i.e. f n pzq´z´nρ ď 1, @n P Z, @z P R.
In this setting, the homeomorphism f has no periodic orbit if and only if the rotation number is irrational; and any minimal circle homeomorphism is topologically conjugate to a rigid irrational rotation.
However, in higher dimensions the situation dramatically changes. If f :
ý is a homeomorphism homotopic to the identity andf : R d ý is a lift of f , then one can define its rotation set by ρpf q :"
This set is always compact and connected, and as we mentioned above, it reduces to a point when d " 1. But for d ě 2 some examples with larger rotation sets can be easily constructed.
In the two-dimensional case, which is the main scenario of this work, Misiurewicz and Ziemian showed in [MZ89] that the rotation set is not just connected but convex. So, when d " 2 all torus homeomorphisms of the identity isotopy class can be classified according to the geometry of their rotation sets: they can either have non-empty interior, or be a non-degenerate line segment, or be just a point. In the last case, such a homeomorphism is called a pseudo-rotation.
Regarding the boundedness of rotational deviations, this property has been shown to be very desirable in the study of the dynamics of pseudo-rotations (see for instance the works of Jäger and collaborators [J09a, J09b, JT17] ). However, it has been proved in [KK09] and [KT14a] that, in general, pseudo-rotations does not exhibit bounded rotational deviations in any direction of R 2 , i.e. it can hold sup zPR 2 ,nPZ @f n pzq´z´nρpf q, v D "`8, @v P S 1 .
When ρpf q is a (non-degenerate) line segment, of course there exist points with different rotation vectors, so we cannot expect to have any boundedness at all for rotational deviations on the plane. However, in such a case there exists a unit vector v P S 1 and a real number α such that ρpf q is contained in the line tz P R 2 : xz, vy " αu, so one can analyze the boundedness of rotational v-deviations, i.e. whether there exist constants M pzq P R such that @f n pzq´z´nρpf q, v D ď M pzq, @n P Z, and whether there exists a uniform constant for every z P R 2 . Unlike the case of pseudo-rotations, when ρpf q is a non-degenerate line segment in general it is expected to have uniformly bounded rotational v-deviations. This result has been already proved by Dávalos [Dáv16] in the case ρpf q has rational slope and intersects Q 2 , extending a previous result of Guelman, Koropecki and Tal [GKT14] . In those works periodic orbits of f play a key role.
However, the situation is considerably subtler when dealing with periodic point free homeomorphisms. So far there did not exist any a priori boundedness of rotational deviations of torus homeomorphisms which are not pseudo-rotations and with no periodic points. In fact, it had been conjectured that any periodic point free homeomorphism should be a pseudo-rotation. More precisely, Franks and Misiurewicz had proposed in [FM90] the following Conjecture 1.1 (Franks-Misiurewicz Conjecture). Let f : T 2 ý be a homeomorphism homotopic to the identity andf : R 2 ý be a lift of f such that ρpf q is a non-degenerate line segment.
Then, the following dichotomy holds: (i) either ρpf q has irrational slope and one of its extreme points belongs to Q 2 ; (ii) or ρpf q has rational slope and contains infinitely many rational points.
Recently Avila has announced the existence of a minimal smooth diffeomorphism whose rotation set is an irrational slope segment containing no rational point, providing in this way a counter-example to the first case of Franks-Misiurewicz Conjecture. On the other hand, Le Calvez and Tal have proved in [LCT18] that if ρpf q has irrational slope and contains a rational point, then this point is an extreme one.
The second case of the Conjecture 1.1 remains open, i.e. whether there exists a homeomorphism f such that ρpf q has rational slope and ρpf q X Q 2 " H, and in fact this is one of the main motivations of our work.
The main result of this paper is the following a priori boundedness for rotational deviations of minimal homeomorphisms:
Theorem A. Let f : T 2 ý be a minimal homeomorphism homotopic to the identity which is not a pseudo-rotation. Then there exists a unit vector v P R 2 and a real number M ą 0 such that for any liftf : R 2 ý, there is α P R so that
(1) @f n pzq´z, v D´n α ď M, @z P R 2 , @n P Z.
As a consequence of Theorem A and a recent result due to Koropecki, Passeggi and Sambarino [KPS16] , we get a proof of the second case of Franks-Misiurewicz Conjecture (Conjecture 1.1) under minimality assumption. More precisely we get the following:
Theorem B. There is no minimal homeomorphism of T 2 in the identity isotopy class such that its rotation set is a non-degenerate rational slope segment.
As a consequence of Theorem B, some results of [KPR17] and a recent generalization of a theorem of Kwapisz [Kwa02] due to Beguin, Crovisier and Le Roux [BCLR17] , we have the following Theorem C. If f : T 2 ý is a minimal homeomorphism homotopic to the identity and is not a pseudo-rotation, then f is topologically mixing.
Moreover, in such a case the rotation set of f is a non-degenerate irrational slope line segment and its supporting line does not contain any point of Q 2 .
1.1. Strategy of the proof Theorem A. In rough words the strategy of the proof of Theorem A consists in defining four different families of closed subsets of the plane. Then, assuming f does not exhibit uniformly bounded v-deviations (i.e. condition (1) does not hold), we show that any pair of those sets belonging to two different families are necessarily disjoint, and finally, we get a contradiction showing that the geometry of those closed subsets of the plane is not compatible with their disjointedness.
More precisely, in §5 we start defining the "upper" and "lower" families of those closed sets, which are defined as the union of unbounded connected components of the maximalf -invariant set contained in upper and lower semi-planes of R 2 , respectively. Those sets are called stable sets at infinite with respect to a transverse direction because to defined them, we assume the rotation set is not horizontal. In Theorem 5.1 we establish the main properties of these sets, showing in particular that any upper and any lower set are disjoint (property (iii)). Then, Theorem 5.5 plays a key role in the proof of Theorem A. In fact, it claims that under the absence of uniformly bounded v-deviations any connected unbounded subset of any stable sets at infinity with respect to a transverse direction has arbitrary large horizontal oscillations in both directions. To prove this, we invoke the abstract ergodic results of §3.
Then, in §6 we define the second pair of families of closed sets, which could be called "left"and "right" families, which are defined in a similar way to what we did in §5, but in this case with respect to the parallel direction of the rotation set. Unfortunately, these left and right families cannot be just defined asf -invariant set, but as invariant sets of the induced fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product, which is defined in §6.1. Those sets are called stable sets at infinity with respect to the parallel direction.
Reasoning by contradiction, this is assuming (1) does not hold, we use these stable sets with respect to the parallel direction to show in Theorem 6.7 that such a homeomorphism exhibits a rather strong form of topologically mixing, called spreading. In the proof of this result, Theorem 4.7, which is an elementary but rather surprising result about rotational deviations of minimal homeomorphisms, plays a fundamental role.
Finally, always assuming f does not exhibit uniformly bounded v-deviations and as a consequence of Theorem 5.5, in §7 we show that stable sets at infinite with respect to the transverse and parallel directions are always disjoint (see Proposition 7.1); and one easily gets a contradiction from there.
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Preliminaries and notations
2.1. Maps, topological spaces and groups. Given any map f : X ý, we write Fixpf q for its set of fixed points and Perpf q :" Ť ně1 Fixpf n q for the set of periodic ones. If A Ă X denotes an arbitrary subset, we define its positively maximal f -invariant subset by
When f is bijective, we can also define its maximal f -invariant subset by
When X is a topological space and A Ă X is any subset, we write int A for the interior of A andĀ for its closure. When A is connected, we write ccpX, Aq for the connected component of X containing A. As usual, π 0 pXq denotes the set of connected components of X. When X is connected and A Ă X, we say that A disconnects X when XzA is not connected. Given two connected sets U, V Ă X, we say that A separates U and V when ccpXzA, U q ‰ ccpXzA, V q.
The space X is said to be a continuum when is compact, connected and nontrivial, i.e. it is neither empty nor a singleton.
A homeomorphism f : X ý is said to be non-wandering when given any nonempty open set U Ă X, there exists a positive integer n such that f n pU q X U ‰ H. We say that f is topologically mixing when for every pair of non-empty open sets U, V Ă X, there exists N P N such that f n pU q X V ‰ H, for every n ě N . The homeomorphism f is said to be minimal when it does not exhibit any proper f -invariant closed set, i.e. that X and H are the only closed f -invariant sets.
If pX, dq is a metric space, the open ball of radius r ą 0 and center at x P X will be denoted by B r pxq. Given an arbitrary set A Ă X and a point x 0 P X, we write dpx 0 , Aq :" inf yPA dpx 0 , yq.
For any ε ą 0, the ε-neighborhood of A is given by
The diameter of A Ă X is defined by diam A :" sup x,yPA dpx, yq and we say A is unbounded whenever diam A "`8. Making a slight abuse of notation, we shall write ccpA, 8q to denote the union of the unbounded connected components of A.
The space of (non-empty) compact subsets of X will be denoted by
KpXq :" tK Ă X : K is non-empty and compactu.
and we endow this space with its Hausdorff distance d H defined by
. . M n are n arbitrary sets, we shall use the generic notation
th -coordinate projection map. Finally, when X is a compact topological space, we shall always consider the vector space of continuous functions C 0 pX, R d q endowed with the uniform norm given by
2.2. Topological factors and extensions. Let pX, d X q and pY, d Y q be two compact metric spaces. We say that a homeomorphism f : X ý is a topological extension of a homeomorphism g : Y ý when there exists a continuous surjective map h : X Ñ Y such that h˝f " g˝h; and we say g is a topological factor of f . As usual, when h is a homeomorphism, f and g are said to be topologically conjugate.
2.3. Euclidean spaces and tori. We consider R d endowed with its usual Euclidean structure, which is denoted by x¨,¨y. We write }v} :" xv, vy 1{2 for its induced norm and dpv, wq :" }v´w} for its induced distance function.
The unit pd´1q-sphere is denoted by S d´1 :" tv P R d : }v} " 1u. For any v P R d zt0u and any r P R we define the half-space
for the canonical quotient projection. We will always consider T d endowed with the distance
d is said to be totally irrational when T πpαq is minimal on T d . In several places along this paper the symbol "˘" shall have the following meaning: given v P R d , we write˘v to denote either the vector v or´v.
2.3.1. The plane R 2 . In the particular case of d " 2, given any v " pa, bq P R 2 , we define v K :" p´b, aq. For any α P R and any v P S 1 , we shall use the following notation for the straight line through the point αv and perpendicular to v:
We will also need the following notation for strips on R 2 : given any v P S 1 and r ă s, we define the strip
A Jordan curve is any subset of R 2 which is homeomorphic to S 1 . A Jordan domain is any bounded open subset of R 2 whose boundary is a Jordan curve. We shall need the following theorem due to Janiszewski (see for instance, [Kur68, Chapter X, Theorem 2]):
2.4. Ergodic theory and cocycles. Given a topological space X, we write B X to denote its Borel σ-algebra. The Haar (probability) measure on pT d , B T d q, also called Lebesgue measure, will be denoted by Leb d . By a slight abuse of notation, we will also write Leb d for the Lebesgue measure on R d ; and for the sake of simplicity of notation, we shall just write Leb instead of Leb 1 .
Given an arbitrary σ-finite measure space pX, B, µq, a map f : pX, Bq ý is said to be non-singular (respect to µ) when it is measurable and, for every B P B, it holds µpf´1pBqq " 0 if and only if µpBq " 0. A non-singular map f : pX, Bq ý is said to be conservative (respect to µ) when for every B P B such that µpBq ą 0, there exists n ě 1 satisfying µ`B X f´npBq˘ą 0.
As usual, we say that a measurable map f : pX, Bq ý preserves µ when f ‹ µ " µ, where f ‹ µpBq :" µpf´1pBqq, for every B P B; and f is said to be an automorphism of pX, B, µq when it is bijective and its inverse is measurable and preserves µ, too.
Given an invertible map f : X ý, a function φ : X Ñ R and any n P Z, one defines the Birkhoff sum 2.5. Groups of homeomorphisms. From now on and until the end of this section, M will denote an arbitrary topological manifold. We write HomeopM q for the group of homeomorphisms from M onto itself. The subgroup formed by those homeomorphisms which are homotopic to the identity id M will be denoted by Homeo 0 pM q.
2.5.1. Torus homeomorphisms and their lifts. The group of lifts of torus homeomorphisms which are homotopic to the identity will be denoted by 
Observe that this function can be naturally considered as a cocycle over f :" πf because
For the sake of readability, we shall use the usual notation for cocycles defining 
is well-defined.
2.5.2. Invariant measures. We write MpM q for the space of Borel probability measures on M . A measure µ P MpM q is said to have total support when µpAq ą 0 for every non-empty open set A Ă M . We say µ is a topological measure if it has total support and no atoms. For every µ P MpM q, we consider the group of homeomorphisms
Given f P HomeopM q, we write Mpf q :" tν P MpM q : f ‹ ν " νu. For the sake of simplicity of notation, on the two-dimensional torus we define the group of symplectomorphisms (also called area-preserving homeomorphisms) by
It is well known that its connected component containing the identity, which will be denoted by Symp 0 pT 2 q, coincides with SymppT 2 q X Homeo 0 pT 2 q. We write
2.6. Rotation set and rotation vectors. Let f P Homeo 0 pT d q be an arbitrary homeomorphism andf P Č Homeo 0 pT d q be a lift of f . The rotation set off is given by
, .
-.
It can be easily shown that ρpf q is non-empty, compact and connected.
When d " 1, by classical Poincaré theory of circle homeomorphisms [Poi80] we know that ρpf q reduces to a point, but in general this does not hold in higher dimensions.
We summarized some elementary facts about rotation sets which are due to Misiurewicz and Ziemian [MZ89, Proposition 2.1]:
Proposition 2.4. Given anyf P Č Homeo 0 pT d q, the following properties hold:
As a consequence of (ii) of Proposition 2.4, we see that given any f P Homeo 0 pT d q and any liftf : R d ý of f , we can define
We say that f P Homeo 0 pT d q is a pseudo-rotation when ρpf q is a singleton. By (10) and (12), we see the rotation set is formed by accumulation points of Birkhoff averages of the displacement function. So given any µ P Mpf q, one can define its rotation vector by ρ µ pf q :"
Thus, by Birkhoff ergodic theorem we get ρ µ pf q P ρpf q, for every f -invariant ergodic probability measure µ. Moreover, the following holds:
Then, for every extreme point w P ρpf q, there exists an ergodic measure µ P Mpf q such that ρ µ pf q " w. Consequently, it holds
where Convp¨q denotes the convex hull operator.
However, in the two-dimensional case rotation sets are always convex:
Theorem 2.6 (Theorem 3.4 in [MZ89] ). For everyf P Č Homeo 0 pT 2 q, we have
Hamiltonian homeomorphisms.
In the symplectic setting, that is wheñ f P Č Symp 0 pT 2 q, the rotation vector of Leb 2 is also called the flux off and is usually denoted by Fluxpf q :" ρ Leb 2 pf q. In this case, it can be easily shown that the flux map Flux : Č Symp 0 pT 2 q Ñ R 2 is indeed a group homomorphism. Since
this homomorphism clearly induces a map Symp 0 pT 2 q Ñ T 2 which, by some abuse of notation, will be denoted by Flux, too.
The kernel of this homomorphism Flux : Symp 0 pT 2 q Ñ T 2 is denoted by
and their elements are called Hamiltonian homeomorphisms.
Analogously, the kernel of Flux :
Remark 2.7. Notice that HampT 2 q and Ć HampT 2 q can be naturally identified. In fact, the restriction πˇˇČ HampT 2 q : Ć HampT 2 q Ñ HampT 2 q is a continuous group isomorphism.
Observe the following short exact sequence splits:
In fact, the map T 2 Q α Þ Ñ T α is a section of Flux, and thus, the group Symp 0 pT 2 q can be decomposed as a semi-direct product Symp 0 pT 2 q " T 2˙H ampT 2 q. In other words, given α, β P T 2 and h, g P HampT 2 q, we have
where the T 2 -action Ad is given by (11). This elementary fact about the group structure of Symp 0 pT 2 q is our main inspiration for the construction of the fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product we will perform in §6.1.
2.8. Rotation set, periodic points and minimality. The following result due to Handel asserts that the rotation set of a periodic point free homeomorphism has empty interior:
Theorem 2.8 (Handel [Han89] ). Let f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q be such that Perpf q " H andf P Č Homeo 0 pT 2 q be a lift of f . Then, there exist v P S 1 and α P R so that
where the convergence in uniform in z P R 2 . In other words, the rotation set ρpf q Ă ℓ v α , where the straight line ℓ v α is given by (5). The following result due to Franks will play a fundamental role in our work:
Theorem 2.9 (Franks [Fra95] ). Iff P Č Symp 0 pT 2 q and Fluxpf q " pp 1 {q, p 2 {qq P Q 2 , then there exists z P R 2 such that
In particular, πpzq P Perpπf q.
Every probability measure which is invariant under a minimal homeomorphism is necessarily a topological measure. Hence, as a straightforward consequence of Theorems 2.3 and 2.9, we get the following Corollary 2.10. If f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q is minimal andf P Č Homeo 0 pT 2 q is a lift of f , then ρpf q X Q 2 " H.
2.9. Classification of plane fixed points. Let V, V 1 Ă R 2 be two non-empty open sets and let f : V Ñ V 1 be a homeomorphism. Following the terminology of Le Calvez [LC03] , a fixed point z 0 P Fixpf q is said to be:
‚ isolated when it is an isolated point of the set Fixpf q; ‚ accumulated when every neighborhood of z 0 contains a periodic orbit of f different from z 0 ; ‚ dissipative when z 0 admits a local basis pU n q ně0 of neighborhoods such that f pBU n q X BU n " H, for every n ě 0, i.e. each neighborhood is either attractive or repulsive; ‚ indifferent when there exists a neighborhood W of z 0 such that W Ă V and for every Jordan domain U Ă W which is a neighborhood of z 0 it holds
where I f pU q denotes the maximal f -invariant subset of U given by (2).
Fixed point indexes.
If f : V Ñ V 1 is as in §2.9, and γ : S 1 Ñ V is a Jordan curve such that γpS 1 q X Fixpf q " H, then one defines the index of f along γ as the integer
where degp¨q denotes the topological degree. When z 0 P Fixpf q is isolated, then one can define the index of f at z 0 as
where U denotes any Jordan domain satisfying U Ă V and U X Fixpf q " tz 0 u. Since this index does not depend on the choice of U , this notion is well-defined. We will need the following topological version of Leau-Fatou's flower theorem due to Le Calvez [LC99] , that has been lately improved by Le Roux [LR04]:
Theorem 2.11. Let us suppose f : V Ñ V 1 is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism and z 0 P Fixpf q is an isolated fixed point such that ipf, z 0 q ě 2. Then there exist two open non-empty subsets W`, W´Ă V ztz 0 u such that (i) f n pW`q is well-defined for every n ě 0, f m pW`qXf n pW`q " H whenever m and n are different non-negative integers and ω f pzq " tz 0 u, for every z P W`; (ii) f´npW´q is well-defined for every n ě 0, f´mpW´q X f´npW´q " H whenever m and n are different non-negative integers and α f pzq " tz 0 u, for every z P W´; where α f and ω f denote the α-and ω-limit sets, respectively.
The following result about indexes of iterates of non-accumulated fixed points is due to Le Calvez and Yoccoz [LCY] but its proof has never been published (see for instance [LC03, Proposition 3.3]):
Theorem 2.12. If f is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism and z 0 P Fixpf q is isolated, non accumulated, non indifferent and non-dissipative, then there exist integers q ě 1 and r ě 1 such that
2.11. Minimal homeomorphisms. In this paragraph we recall some classical and elementary results about minimal homeomorphisms that we shall frequently use all along the paper. We say that a subset A Ă Z has bounded gaps if there exists N P N such that
The minimum natural number N such that (13) holds shall be denoted by G pAq.
The following three results are very well-known, but we decided to include them here just for the sake of reference: Proposition 2.13. If pX, dq is a compact metric space and f : X ý is a minimal homeomorphism, then for every non-empty open set U Ă X and any x P X, the visiting time set τ px, U, f q :" tn P Z : f n pxq P U u has bounded gaps.
As a consequence of this result, one can easily show the following:
Corollary 2.14. For every α P T d , any x P T d and any neighborhood V Ă T d of x, the visiting time set τ px, V, T α q has bounded gaps.
Proposition 2.15. If pX, dq is a connected compact metric space and f : X ý is a minimal homeomorphism, then f n is minimal for every n P Zzt0u.
The last result we recall here is due to Gottschalk and Hedlund and deals with cohomological equations: Theorem 2.16 (Gottschalk, Hedlund [GH55] ). Let X be a compact metric space and f : X ý be a minimal homeomorphism. Let φ : X Ñ R be a continuous function and assume there exists x 0 P X such that
Then, there exists a continuous function u : X Ñ R such that u˝f´u " φ. In particular,
An ergodic deviation result
This section is devoted to prove an abstract ergodic deviation theorem that will play a key role in §7. Even though this result might be already known to some experts, we were not able to find any reference in the literature and thus we have decided to include its proof here.
Theorem 3.1. Let pX, B, µq be a probability space, f : pX, B, µq ý an ergodic automorphism and φ P L 1 pX, B, µq such that 
Now, let us consider the skew-product F : XˆR ý given by (8) and define the setÃ :" Aˆr´1{2n, 1{2ns Ă XˆR. Since µ b LebpÃq " n´1µpAq ą 0, by Theorem 2.2 we know there exists k ě 1 such that µ b Leb`Ã X F´kpÃq˘ą 0. By classical arguments in ergodic theory, this implies there exists a sequence k j Ñ`8 such that µ b Leb`Ã X F´k j pÃq˘ą 0, @j P N. This is equivalent to say that the set
has positive µ-measure, for every j. Now, choosing j large enough in order to have k j ą N , and combining this with (17), we get
for µ-a.e. x P B j . Since µpB j q ą 0, this contradicts (15).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Of course we can assume |φpxq| ă 8, for every x P X. By (14), there exist K ą 0 and A P B with µpAq ą 0 such that
Consider the functions τÀ , τÁ : X Ñ N 0 Y t8u given by τÀ pxq :" mintn ě 0 : f n pxq P Au,
Since f is ergodic, τÀ and τÁ are finite µ-a.e. We also define the first return time to A by r A :" τÀ˝fˇˇA`1. Now, we consider the probability space pA, B A , µ A q given by B A :" tB P B : B Ă Au and µ A :" µpAq´1µˇˇA and the ergodic automorphism f A : pA, B A , µ A q ý given by the first return map:
for µ-a.e. x P A. We also define the function φ A pxq :" S Since f is an ergodic automorphism, B has full µ-measure. Now, let us consider an arbitrary point x P B and any m P N. 
Since m is arbitrary in (26), µpBq " 1 and j ą n m , we have proved that
On the other hand, let us consider the set
Since, f is ergodic, it holds µpCq " 1. Now, consider any x P C and any n P N. 
Rotational deviations
In this section we enter into the core of this work: the study of rotational deviations for 2-torus homeomorphisms in the identity isotopy class.
Let us start recalling some definitions we introduced in [KPR17] . Let f : T 2 ý be a homeomorphism homotopic to the identity andf P Č Homeo 0 pT 2 q be a lift of f . Let us suppose there exist v P S 1 and α P R such that
Observe that, by Theorem 2.8, this hypothesis is always satisfied when f is periodic point free.
We say that a point z 0 P T 2 exhibits bounded v-deviations when there exists a real constant M " M pz 0 , f q ą 0 such that
for anyz 0 P π´1pz 0 q, any ρ P ρpf q and where ∆f denotes the displacement cocycle off given by (9). Moreover, we say that f exhibits uniformly bounded v-deviation when there exists
Even though the straight lines ℓ v α and ℓ´v α coincide as subsets of R 2 , there is nò a priori obvious relation between boundedness of v-deviation and p´vq-deviation, because in our definition of "bounded v-deviations" given by (28) we are just considering boundedness from above.
However, we got the following result that relates both v-and p´vq-deviations:
Theorem 4.1 (Corollary 3.2 in [KPR17] ). If f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q andf : R 2 ý is a lift of f such that condition (27) holds, then f exhibits uniformly bounded v-deviations if and only if exhibits uniformly bounded p´vq-deviations.
As a particular case of our definition of boundedness rotational deviations, let us recall that a homeomorphism f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q is said to be annular (see for instance [KT14b, JT17] ) when there exist a liftf P Č Homeo 0 pT 2 q, M ą 0 and v P S 1 with rational slope such that
On the other hand, a homeomorphisms f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q is said to be eventually annular when there exists k P N such that f k is annular. For the proof of Theorem B we shall need the following Proposition 4.2. If f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q is a minimal homeomorphism, then it is not eventually annular.
Proof. By Proposition 2.15, f k is minimal for any k P N. So, it is enough to show that f is not annular.
Reasoning by contradiction, let us suppose f is annular. Then, there exist a lift f : R 2 ý and v P S 1 with rational slope such that
Since v has rational slope, there is no loss of generality assuming v " p1, 0q. for every px, yq P R 2 . As a consequence of (30), it holdsh˝f "g˝h, and hence, h˝f " g˝h, where g and h are the continuous torus maps whose lifts areg andh, respectively. However, since h is homotopic to the identity, it is surjective and g is clearly not minimal, contradicting the minimality of f . So, f is not annular.
In [KPR17] we proved that boundedness of v-deviations is equivalent to the existence of certain invariant topological object called torus pseudo-foliations.
4.1. Pseudo-foliations. In this paragraph we recall the notions of plane and torus pseudo-foliations we introduced in [KPR17] . 4.1.1. Plane pseudo-foliations. Let F be a partition of R 2 . We shay that F is a plane pseudo-foliation when every atom of F is closed, connected, has empty interior and disconnects R 2 in exactly two connected components. Given any z P R 2 , we write F z for the atom of the partition F containing the point z. If h : R 2 ý is an arbitrary map, we say that F is h-invariant when
Let us recall the followin result of [KPR17, Propostion 5.1]:
Proposition 4.3. If F is a plane pseudo-foliation, then both connected component of R 2 zF z are unbounded, for every z P R 2 .
Torus pseudo-foliations.
A partition F of T 2 is said to be a toral pseudofoliation whenever there exists a plane pseudo-foliation Ă F , called the lift of F , satisfying
Notice that such a plane pseudo-foliation is Z 2 -invariant, i.e. Ă F is T p -invariant for every p P Z 2 . In [KPR17] we have gotten the following result that guaranties the existence of an asymptotic homological direction for torus pseudo-foliations: 
The vector v given by Theorem 4.4 is unique up to multiplication by p´1q. So, we will call it the asymptotic direction of either the torus pseudo-foliation F or its lift Ă F . One of the main results of [KPR17] is the following Theorem 4.5 (Theorem 5.5 in [KPR17] ). Let f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q be a periodic point free, area-preserving, non-wandering and non-eventually annular homeomorphism. If f exhibits uniformly bounded v-deviations, for some v P S 1 , then there exists an f -invariant pseudo-foliation whose asymptotic direction is given by v K .
4.2.
Rotational deviations for minimal homeomorphisms. In this paragraph we present some simple results about rotational deviations of minimal homeomorphisms. So, from now on let us assume f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q is minimal andf : R 2 ý is a lift of f . By Theorem 2.8 we know there exist v and α such that (27) holds.
The following result is an improvement of Theorem 4.1 under the minimality assumption:
Proposition 4.6. If f is minimal,f is a lift of f and v and α are such that condition (27) holds, then the following properties are equivalent:
(i) f does not exhibit uniformly bounded v-deviations; (ii) f does not exhibit uniformly bounded p´vq-deviations; (iii) for every z P T 2 it holds
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 2.16 and 4.1.
Even though our next result is rather simple, it may be useful in future works:
Theorem 4.7. Let f be a minimal homeomorphism,f be a lift of f and ρ any point in ρpf q. Then for every ε ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that for any n P Z satisfying dpnρ, Z 2 q ă δ, there is z P R 2 such that › ›f n pzq´z´nρ › › ă ε.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, there exists µ P Mpf q such that ρ µ pf q " ρ. Since f is minimal, µ is a topological measure (i.e. has total support and no atoms). So, by Theorem 2.3, there exists h P HomeopT 2 q such that h ‹ Leb 2 " µ. Moreover, after pre-composing with a linear automorphism of T 2 if necessary, we can assume that h is isotopic to the identity. Then, ifh P Č Homeo 0 pT 2 q is a lift of h and we writẽ g :"h´1˝f˝h, we haveg P Č Symp 0 pT 2 q and Fluxpgq " ρ. Observing the displacement function ∆h is Z 2 -periodic, and hence, uniformly continuous, given any ε ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that }∆hpxq´∆hpyq} ă ε whenever d T 2 px, yq ă δ.
On the other hand, T´n ρ˝g n P Ć HampT 2 q for every n P Z. So, by Theorem 2.9, for each n there exists z n P R 2 such that T´n ρ˝g n pz n q " z n . Then, f n`h pz n q˘"hpz n`n ρq " z n`n ρ`∆hpz n`n ρq, and consequently, defining w n :"hpz n q we get › ›f n pw n q´w n´n ρ › › " }∆hpz n`n ρq´∆hpz n q} ă ε, whenever dpnρ, Z 2 q ă δ.
Stable sets at infinity: transverse direction
All along this section f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q will continue to denote a minimal homeomorphism andf P Č Homeo 0 pT 2 q a lift of f . Here we start the study of stable sets at infinity associated to (certain lifts of) of f . We begin considering stable sets at infinity with respect to the horizontal direction assuming there exists a liftf such that the rotation set ρpf q intersects the horizontal axis.
We call this "a transverse direction" because, under the hypotheses of Theorem A, there is no loss of generality assuming ρpf q intersects transversely the horizontal axis, modulo finite iterates, conjugacy and appropriate choice of the lift.
To simplify our notation, in this section we will write u to denote either the vector p0, 1q or p0,´1q.
Theorem 5.1. Let us suppose that
For each r P R and u P tp0, 1q, p0,´1qu, consider the set
where If`H u r˘d enotes the maximal invariant set given by (2). Then, it holds: Sincef commutes with all deck transformations of the covering map P , it induces a homeomorphism on A; and if we writeÂ :" A \ t´8,`8u for the two-end compactification of the annulus A, this homeomorphism admits a unique extension toÂ. More precisely, one can definef P HomeopÂq bŷ
Now, we want to show both fixed points´8 and`8 are indifferent forf (according to the classification given in §2.9).
Since f is minimal, it holds Fixpf q " Perpf q " t´8,`8u. In particular, both fixed points are non-accumulated.
On the other hand, sinceÂ is homeomorphic to S 2 andf is isotopic to the identity, by Lefschetz fixed point theorem one gets
Then, we make the following Claim 5.2. Fixed point indexes at`8 and´8 satisfy
Since the statement is completely symmetric, we will just prove Claim 5.2 for the point`8. Let us proceed by contradiction. So, let us start supposing that ipf ,`8q ě 2. Then, let W`and W´Ă A denote the open sets given by Theorem 2.11.
Let ν P Mpf q be any ergodic f -invariant measure. We will consider the three possible cases: pr 2 pρ ν pfis either positive, negative or zero. Let us start assuming pr 2 pρ ν pfą 0. Then by Birkhoff ergodic theorem, for ν-almost every z P T 2 and everyẑ P pidˆπq´1pzq, it holds (36)f´npẑq Ñ´8 PÂ, as n Ñ`8, where idˆπ : A Ñ T 2 denotes the natural covering map. Since f is minimal, ν is a topological measure and hence, there exists a pointẑ P W´satisfying (36), contradicting the fact that αf pẑq " t`8u, for everyẑ P W´.
Analogously, one gets a contradiction assuming pr 2`ρν pf q˘ă 0. So, it just remains to consider the case pr 2`ρ ν pf q˘" 0. In such a case, since ν is an ergodic topological measure, by Theorem 2.2 we knowf :Â ý is non-wandering. But on the other hand, by Theorem 2.11 both sets W`and W´are wandering for f , getting a contradiction.
Invoking Proposition 2.15, one can easily adapt the previous reasoning for the general case, i.e. where ipf n ,`8q ě 2, with |n| ě 2; and Claim 5.2 is proven. Now, putting together (34) and (35) we conclude that
By an argument similar to that one we used to prove Claim 5.2, one can show both fixed points´8 and`8 are not dissipative (i.e. they are neither attractive nor repulsive). In fact, arguing by contradiction let us suppose, for instance,`8 has a trapping neighborhood, i.e. there is a bounded open subset V containing 8 such thatf pV q Ă V . Following the very same reasoning we invoked to prove Claim 5.2 one can conclude in this case that it holds pr 2`ρν pf q˘ą 0, @ν P Mpf q.
However this last estimate is incompatible with the convexity of ρpf q and our hypothesis (31). So,´8 and`8 are non-dissipative. Now, combing this last assertion, Theorem 2.12 and (37) we show that`8 and 8 are indifferent (according to the classification of fixed points given in §2.9). In other words, if we define 1 is considered as a compact subset ofÂ " A \ t´8,`8u, it separates the circle P pℓ u s`1 q and the point´signpuq8 PÂ, where signpuq " 1, for u " p0, 1q and signpuq "´1, for u " p0,´1q.
Putting together the proof of (ii) and this last remark, we conclude that
where V´ú s´1 denotes the neighborhood of´signpuq8 given by (38). Now, if z denotes an arbitrary point of R 2 such that P pzq P If`V´ú s´1˘XΓ 1 Ă A, we conclude that sup nPZ pr 2`f n pzq˘ ă 8, and so f is annular, contradicting Proposition 4.2. Notice that as byproduct of above argument, one gets that equality holds in inclusion (40).
In order to prove (v), first notice that, as a consequence of (i), the set
is Z 2 -invariant, i.e. it is T p -invariant, for every p P Z 2 . On the other hand, since the set Λ u r is defined as the union of unbounded connected components of anf -invariant closed set, it isf -invariant itself.
So, the set Ť rPR Λ u r is invariant under the abelian subgroup xf , tT p u pPZ 2 y ă Homeo`pR 2 q which acts minimally on R 2 . Then, Ť rPR Λ u r is dense in R 2 , as desired. Last assertion (vi) is a rather straightforward consequence of (iii), (iv) and (v). In fact, first observe that, combining (iii) and (v) one easily shows that Λ The rest of this section is devoted to study the geometry of sets Γ , and do the same for any object that depends on the vectors p0, 1q or p0,´1q. Let us fix an arbitrary real number r. We will just prove (50) for Λr . The other case is completely analogous.
By our hypothesis (47) and Theorem 2.5, there exist two ergodic measures µ`, µ´P Mpf q such that ρ µ`pf q P H0 and ρ µ´pf q P H0 .
By Birkhoff ergodic theorem, for µ`-almost every x P T 2 and anyx P π´1pxq, it holds pr 2 pf n pxqq Ñ`8 and pr 2 pf´npxqq Ñ´8, as n Ñ`8. Analogously, for µ´-almost every x P T 2 and anyx P π´1pxq, it holds pr 2 pf n pxqq Ñ´8 and pr 2 pf´npxqq Ñ`8, as n Ñ`8. In particular, this implies µ``πpΛr q Y πpΛŕ q˘" µ´`πpΛr q Y πpΛŕ q˘" 0.
Then, given any µ`-generic point x`P T 2 zπpΛr q, we can find a point z`P π´1px`q such that
So we can define U n :" cc`Hr zΛr ,f n pz`q˘P π 0 pHr zΛr q, @n ě 0.
We claim that the sequence of boundaries at level r, i.e. pBr pU nně0 where Br is given by (46), exhibits bounded "rotational deviations". More precisely, we make the following Claim 5.7. There exists a constant C ą 0 such that for any sequence of real numbers pa n q ně0 satisfying pa n , rq P Br pU n q, @n ě 0, it holds a n´n α pr 1 pvq ď C, @n ě 0.
To prove our claim, first observe that, since we are assuming condition (47), v is not vertical, i.e. its first coordinate pr 1 pvq does not vanish.
Since measure µ´has total support on T 2 , there is a point w´P U 0 such that πpw´q is generic with respect to the measure µ´, and consequently, pr 2`f n pw´q˘Ñ 8, as n Ñ`8. Since z`, w´P U 0 and U 0 is arc-wise connected, there is a continuous path γ : r0, 1s Ñ U 0 connecting w´and z`. For n P N sufficiently big, f n pw´q belongs to H´r and so, there exists t n P r0, 1s such thatf n`γ pt n q˘P Br pU n q. By (27) we know that 1 n @f n`γ pt n q˘´γpt n q, v D Ñ α, as n Ñ`8.
By Claim 5.4 we know diampBr pU nď 1 and since both pointsf n`γ pt n q˘and pa n , rq belong to Br pU n q for n sufficiently big, we conclude that
To finish the proof of our claim, we use a classical sub-additive argument: let us show there exists C ą 0 such that
To prove this, let us define the following total order on π 0 pHr zΛr q: given any V, V 1 P π 0 pHr zΛr q, we write
For each n ě 0, let us write p n :" ta n´a0 u P Z, where t¨u denotes the integer part operator. Then, observe that
Sincef commutes with every integer translation, preserves orientation and the point z`has been chosen such that (51) holds, we have
In particular, this implies that a m`pn´1 ă a m`n ă a m`pn´1 and then, |a m`n´am´an | ď |a 0 |`1, @m, n ě 0.
Then, Claim 5.7 easily follows from (52), (53) and an elementary fact about sub-additive sequences (see for instance [Nav11, Lemma 2.2.1]).
Continuing with the notation we introduced in the proof of Claim 5.7 and since we are assuming f exhibits unbounded v-deviations, by piiiq of Proposition 4.6 we know that for every M ą 0 there exists n " npM q ě 0 such that
where C is the constant given by Claim 5.7. Finally, estimate (50) easily follows from Corollary 5.3, (54) and the fact that M is arbitrary.
Then, Theorem 5.5 will follow combining Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 5.6.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. By Lemma 5.6 we know that, for each u P tp0, 1q, p0,´1qu, either (48) or (49) holds.
Reasoning by contradiction and for the sake of concreteness, let us suppose that for every r P R and every z P Λr X ℓr condition (49) does not hold. Notice here we continue using the notation we introduced in the proof of Lemma 5.6. Analyzing the argument we used in the proof of Lemma 5.6, this implies that
for µ`-almost every x P T 2 . On the other hand, by (iii) of Theorem 5.1 and applying Lemma 5.6 to Λŕ , we conclude that (49) holds and (48) does not, for any z P Λŕ X ℓŕ and every r P R.
However, applying Theorem 3.1 to the ergodic system pf, µ`q and the real function φ :"
E´α , and taking into account (55), we conclude that
for µ`-a.e. x P T 2 . Now, taking into account that pr 2 p∆ p´nq f pxqq Ñ´8, as n Ñ`8 and µ`-a.e.
x P T 2 , we can repeat the argument we used to prove Lemma 5.6 for negative times and a µ`-generic point to show that (48) holds for the set Λŕ as well. Then, we have gotten a contradiction and Theorem 5.5 is proved.
Combining Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 5.5 one can easily strengthen this last result getting the following 
Stable sets at infinity: parallel direction
Our next purpose consists in defining stable sets at infinity with respect to the same direction of a supporting line of the rotation set. Notice that in the case that f is not a pseudo-rotation, this direction is unique.
In such a case it might happen that for every liftf of f the supporting line of ρpf q does not pass through the 0 P R 2 , and therefore, if we naively defined Λ v r pf q " If pH v r q, we would get Λ v r pf q " H for everyf and every r P R. To overpass this difficulty, we shall use the fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product to define such stable sets at infinity. 6.1. The fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product. Since we are assuming f is minimal, by Theorem 2.3 we do not lose any generality assuming f is area-preserving, i.e. f P Symp 0 pT 2 q. So, letf P Č Symp 0 pT 2 q denotes an arbitrary lift of f . Then, we define the fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product associated tof , which can be considered as a particular case of the construction performed in [KPR17] . In very rough words the main idea of this construction consists in splitting our homeomorphism f in a "rotational" part and a "Hamiltonian" or "rotationless" one. Doing that, the "Hamiltonian" part is responsible by rotational deviations. The main technical advantage of dealing with such skew-products is that an arbitrary point exhibits bounded rotational deviations if and only if its orbit is bounded.
This novel object is certainly the main character of this work and will play a fundamental role in the rest of the paper.
For the sake of simplicity, we fix some notations we shall use until the end of the paper: we writeρ :" Fluxpf q P R 2 and ρ :" πpρq " Fluxpf q P T 2 . Then we define the map H : T 2 Ñ Ć HampT 2 q by
where the T 2 -action Ad is given by (11). Considering H as a cocycle over the torus translation T ρ : T 2 ý, one defines the fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product associated to f as the map F : T 2ˆR2 ý
given by F pt, zq :"`T ρ ptq, H t pzq˘, @pt, zq P T 2ˆR2 .
Notice that F depends just on f and not on the chosen liftf . One can easily show that
where ∆f P C 0 pT 2 , R 2 q is the displacement function given by (9). We will use the following usual notation for cocycles: given n P Z and t P T 2 , we write
Then one can easily show that
for every pt, zq P T 2ˆR2 and every n P Z. Hence, if ρpf q has empty interior, there exist α P R and v P S 1 such that inclusion (27) holds, and from (56) it easily follows that a point z P R 2 exhibits bounded v-deviations if and only if
where M " M pz, f q denotes the positive constant given by (28).
6.2. Fibered stable sets at infinity. Continuing with previous notation, let α P R and v P S 1 be such that property (27) holds. Notice that in such a case, xρ, vy " α. Then, for each r P R and each t P T 2 we define the fibered pr, vq-stable set at infinity by
where H v r is the semi-plane given by (4), ttuˆR 2 is naturally endowed with the euclidean distance of R 2 , ccp¨, 8q denotes the union of unbounded components as defined in 2.1, and pr 2 : T 2ˆR2 Ñ R 2 is the projection on the second coordinate. Let us also define the pr, vq-stable set at infinity as
For the sake of simplicity, if there is no risk of confusion we shall just write Λ Theorem 6.1 (Theorem 3.4 in [KPR17] ). For every r P R the set Λ v r is non-empty, closed and F -invariant. Moreover, Λ v r ptq ‰ H, for every t P T 2 . Analogously, the same assertions hold for the pr,´vq-stable set at infinity.
The following result describes some elementary properties of pr, vq-stable sets at infinity:
Proposition 6.2 (Proposition 3.6 in [KPR17] ). For each t P T 2 and any r P R, the following properties hold:
(i) Λ In fact, arguing by contradiction, let us suppose there exists a sequence tt n u ně1 of points of T such t n Ñ t 0 as n Ñ`8 and Λ v r pt n q X pR 2 zU q ‰ H, @n ě 1.
For each n ě 1, let us consider a point z n P Λ v r pt n q X pR 2 zU q. Since the complement of U is compact, there exists a sub-sequence tz nj u jě1 converging to a point z 8 P R 2 zU . However, the whole set Λ As a rather straightforward consequence of Theorems 2.16 and 6.4 we get the following Corollary 6.5. If f P Symp 0 pT 2 q is minimal and does not exhibit uniformly bounded v-deviations, then, for every r P R and any t P T 2 , the following assertions hold:
(i) Λ 
Then, since f is minimal, by Theorem 2.16 we conclude that φ is a continuous coboundary for f , and hence, f exhibits uniformly bounded v-deviations, contradicting our assumption. Property (ii) is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 6.4 and property (i).
Finally, in order to show (iii) let us suppose there exists r P R and t P T such that Λ v r ptq disconnects R 2 . So, there exists U P π 0`R 2 zΛ v r ptq˘such that U X H´v r " H. Then one can easily check that the boundary of U is completely contained in Λ v r ptq and thus, U is contained in Λ v r ptq as well, contradicting property (ii).
6.3. Rotational deviations and the spreading property. From now on and until the end of this section, we shall assume f P Symp 0 pT 2 q is a minimal homeomorphism such that there is a liftf P Č Symp 0 pT 2 q satisfying
Notice that, since f is minimal, by Corollary 2.10 we knowρ 1 P RzQ.
Then, if F : T 2ˆR2 ý denotes the fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product induced byf , the closed set Tˆt0uˆR 2 Ă T 2ˆR2 is F -invariant. Making some abuse of notation and for the sake of simplicity, we shall write F to denote the restriction of the fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product to this set. More precisely, from now on we have F : TˆR 2 ý where
and ρ 1 :" πpρ 1 q.
In a joint work with Koropecki [KK09] , we introduced the notion of topological spreading, which is stronger than topological mixing: Definition 6.6. A homeomorphism h P HomeopT 2 q is said to be spreading when for any lifth P Č HomeopT 2 q, any R, ε ą 0 and any non-empty open set U Ă R 2 , there exists N P N such that for every n ě N , there exists a point z n P R 2 such thath n pU q is ε-dense in the ball B R pz n q.
Motivated by this notion, we will prove the following theorem which the main result of this section:
Theorem 6.7. Let us suppose f does not exhibit uniformly bounded v-deviations. Then, for every pair of non-empty open sets U, V Ă R 2 , there exists N P N such that for every t P T it holds
We shall divide the proof of Theorem 6.7 in several lemmas. Notice that without loss of generality we can assume the open set V in Theorem 6.7 is bounded.
Lemma 6.8. There exits r P R such that Λ v r ptq X V ‰ H and Λ´v r ptq X V ‰ H, @t P T. Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 6.4, properties (i) and (iii) of Proposition 6.2, and compactness of T.
From now on we fix a real number r P R such that the conclusion of Lemma 6.8 holds.
Since we are assuming V is bounded and f does no exhibit uniformly bounded v-deviations, by Theorem 2.1 we know that the set Λ v r ptq Y Λ´v r ptq Y V disconnects R 2 , for every t P T. For the sake of simplicity of notation, for each t P T let us write
r ptq Y Λ´v r ptq Y V. Now for each ε ą 0, we define the following set: Now, by minimality of f and recalling that ρ 1 " πpρ 1 q whereρ 1 P RzQ, there exists k ě 1 such that
Let us define
and for every t P T, let us write
Notice that, by (64), U X pΛ On the other hand, by our hypothesis (59) there existsρ`P ρpf q such that pr 2 pρ`q ą 0. So, let δ be a positive number given by Theorem 4.7 for f ,ρ`and ε{2. Without loss of generality we can assume δ ă mintη, ε 4 u, where η was chosen in (64). Now, consider the translation T :" T ρ1,πρ`: TˆT 2 " T 3 ý and the visiting time set τ :" τ p0, B δ p0q, T q defined in Corollary 2.14.
Then, by Theorem 4.7 and (65) we get that, for each n P τ there exist z n P U , j n P t0, 1, . . . , ku, p n P Z 2 and q n P Z such that }p n´nρ`} ă δ, |q n´nρ1 | ă δ and › ›f n`f jn pz n q˘´f jn pz n q´nρ`› › ă ε 2 , or equivalently,
So, in particular, this implies p n´p q n , 0q P Z 2 pv, εq. Then observe that since we are assuming U is connected, U ptq ε has finitely many connected components for every t P T, and then we can apply Lemma 6.10 to conclude there exists M ą 0 such that (68) F i´t tuˆT p`U ptq ε˘¯Ă tt`iρ 1 uˆWt`i ρ1 , for every p P Z 2 pv, εq satisfying pr 2 ppq ą M , any t P T and every 0 ď i ď maxtk, G pτ qu, where G pτ q denotes the maximum length gap of τ , just defined after (13).
Putting together (66), (67) and (68), and observing U is open, we conclude there is a positive number η0 ą 0 such that fixing any N0 P τ verifying pr 2 pp N0 q ą M , where p N0 P Z 2 is chosen as above, it holds (69) F m pttuˆU q Ă tt`mρ 1 uˆWm ρ1 , @m ě N0 , @t P B η0 p0q.
Analogously, one may prove a similar statement for someρ´P ρpf qXH0 , showing that there exist η0 ą 0 and N0 P N such that (70) F m pttuˆU q Ă tt`mρ 1 uˆWḿ ρ1 , @m ě N0 , @t P B η0 p0q.
Putting together, (63), (69) and (70) we can conclude that (71) F m pttuˆU q X`tt`mρ 1 uˆV˘‰ H, @m ě N 0 , @t P B η0 p0q,
where N 0 :" maxtN0 , N0 u and η 0 :" mintη0 , η0 u. Then, invoking property (56) one can repeat above argument to show that property (71) in fact holds for any s in T, i.e. given any s P T, there exist η s ą 0 and N s P N such that F m pttuˆU q X`tt`mρ 1 uˆV˘‰ H, @m ě N s , @t P B ηs psq.
Finally, by compactness of T there are points s 1 , s 2 , . . . s r P T such that r ď j"1 B ηs j ps j q " T.
Defining N :" maxtN sj : 1 ď j ď ru, one can easily verify that the conclusion of Theorem 6.7 holds for any n ě N .
Proof of Theorem A
In this section we finish the proof of Theorem A. To do this let us suppose f does not exhibit uniformly bounded v-deviations. By Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.15 there is no loss of generality if we assume that f is a minimal symplectic homeomorphism and admits a liftf P Č Symp 0 pT 2 q satisfying ρpf q X H p0,1q 0 ‰ H, and ρpf q X H p0,´1q 0 ‰ H, and where Fluxpf q " pρ 1 , 0q, for someρ 1 P R. Notice that by Corollary 2.10,ρ 1 is irrational. So, we can define the fiber-wise Hamiltonian skew-product F : TˆR 2 ý as in §6.3.
By analogy with (32), for each r P R and u P tp0, 1q, p0,´1qu we define the stable set at infinity One can easily see that stable sets at infinity defined by (32) and (72) are very close related and, in fact, Theorem 8.1. If f P Homeo 0 pT 2 q is a topological extension of an irrational circle rotation, then f is a pseudo-rotation.
Proof of Theorem C
Let v P S 1 and α P R such that ρpf q Ă ℓ v α . By Theorem A we know that f exhibits uniformly bounded v-deviations. On the other hand, invoking Theorem B we conclude v has irrational slope.
Then, the first step of proof consists in showing the existence of an f -invariant torus pseudo-foliation (see §4.1 for definitions). Since f is minimal, by Theorem 2.3 there is no loss of generality assuming it is area-preserving, and by Proposition 4.2, f is not eventually annular. So we can invoke Theorem 4.5 to conclude f leaves invariant a torus pseudo-foliation F . Let Ă F denote its lift to R 2 . In order to study some topological and geometric properties of Ă F , let us recall some simple steps of its construction from [KPR17] . Since f exhibits uniformly bounded v-deviations, by [KPR17, Corollary 3.2], there exists a constant C ą 0 such that every pr, vq-stable set at infinity given by (57) satisfies Hpzq :" suptr P R : z P U r u, @z P R 2 .
In the proof of [KPR17, Theorem 5.5], we showed that (76) H`f pzq˘" Hpzq`α, @z P R 2 , and then we defined the pseudo-leaves (i.e. the atoms of the partition Ă F ) by Ă F z :" H´1`Hpzq˘, @z P R 2 .
In general the function H is just semi-continuous, but under our minimality assumtion, we will show it is indeed continuous. In fact, let φ : T 2 Ñ R be given by (77) φpzq :"
Since f exhibits uniformly bounded v-deviations, invoking Theorem 2.16 we know there is u P C 0 pT 2 , Rq satisfying (78) φ " u˝f´u.
However, putting together (57), (75) and (77) one can show that the function u 1 : R 2 Ñ R given by u 1 pzq :" xz, vy´Hpzq, @z P R 2 , is semi-continuous, Z 2 -periodic and satisfies φ " u 1˝f´u1 , as well. By minimality and classical arguments on semi-continuous functions, we have that u´u 1 is a constant, and thus, u 1 is continuous. Consequently, function H given by (75) is continuous as well.
So, for simplicity from now on we can assume that functions H and u given by (75) and (78), respectively, satisfy ( 
79)
Hpzq " xz, vy´upzq, @z P R 2 ,
where u P C 0 pT 2 , Rq.
In order to complete the proof of Theorem C, let U, V Ă T 2 be two non-empty open subsets. We want to show there exists N P N such that f n pU qXV ‰ H, for all n ě N . Without loss of generality we can assume both of them are connected and inessential. LetŨ ,Ṽ Ă R 2 be two connected components of π´1pU q and π´1pV q, respectively.
Since pseudo-leaves of Ă F have empty interior, there exist two points z 0 , z 1 PṼ such that Hpz 0 q ă Hpz 1 q; let us write δ :" 1{2`Hpz 1 q´Hpz 0 q˘. Notice that for every z P R 2 satisfying Hpz 0 q ă Hpzq ă Hpz 1 q, the corresponding pseudo-leaves Ă F z separates the points z 1 and z 2 in R 2 , i.e. the connected components cc`R 2 z Ă F z , z 0ȃ nd cc`R 2 z Ă F z , z 1˘a re different. In particular, the pseudo-leaves Ă F z must intersect the connected setṼ .
On the other hand, by compactness, there exists a finite set tp 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k u Ă Z fact, if there is any rational point on ℓ v α , one can show that f is flow equivalent to a homeomorphism g P Homeo 0 pT 2 q such that ρpgq is a vertical line segment, for any liftg : R 2 ý of g (see [Kwa02, § §2, 3] and [BCLR17] for details). Since minimality is preserved under flow equivalence, we conclude that g is a minimal homeomorphism and its rotation set is a non-degenerate rational slope segment, contradicting Theorem B.
